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Muskie, McGovern Vie in New Hampshire
. Campaign Expenditures, Contributions Biggest Clash
MANCHESTER, N.H.
(UPI)-Sen. Edmund S. Muskie
barnstormed through New
Hampshire Monday on the eve of
this year's first presidential
popularity {)ontest, with Sen.
George s. McGovern chasing him
on the issue of .campaign
disclosures,
The dispute on the
announcement of campaign
expenditures and contributions
was the biggest clash that . has
arisen in a geneJ:ally lackluster
campaign fot Tt.lesday's primary.
Both sides are polled aa having a
large number of undecided votets.
President Nixon, who is being
hounded on the disclosure
question by Rep. Paul N.
McCloskey (R·Calif), is ignoring it
and is expected to easily walk
a way with the Republican
primary.
Desperation
Muskie said Sunday night he
had disclosed his entire earnings in
1970, early in his campaign. "I set
the pattern in 1970,, he aaid. "I
hoped the other candidates wo1.1ld
follow suit and they didn't."
"McGovern says he was the
first and that just doesn't happen
·t.o be true. I made the first
. disclosures, so I can't understand
why I am the one he is attacking.
He could have followed m~

precedent in 1970 but he waited that McGovern had received funds
14 months until the ~ve of the which he h11d not reported at the
New &rnpshire p:dllUlrY so he time his South Dakota rival filed
could make an issue of it. 11
reports of contributions laat w~ek.
1
Campaigning in Lebanon late
' 1n
the closing hours,''
Monday afternoon; Muakie's McGovern l'esponded, "My friend
temper tlared briefly when a Sen. Muskie is engaging in what
young McGovern supporter asked seems to be a desperation tactic."
him repeatedly about the He said the campaign expenses
~mpaign ex;penditures iS$ue.
Muskie filed in 1970-$182,893 in
The first time the student asked receipts and $205,863 in
the question, Muskie explained at expenditures-were actually
length how he was the first to expenses for his re-election to the
disclose his expet1ditures in 1970 Senate and 44 had nothing to do
and that none of the other with the presidential campaign."
candidates followed until
Denial
McGovern's disclosure last week.
McGovern's campaign workers
The student then asked the responded to three specific
question another way.
Muskie allegations. They denied
'Plants'
the existence both of a $1,000
''I thought you had another gift from Martin Peretz of Boston
question-! answered that and ·the loan of a plan~ from
question already," Muskie replied General Motors heir Stewart Mott.
angrily. ul understand the They said Morris Dees of
technique of other candidates Montgomery, Ala. had arranged
putting plants in my audience-! the credit for a $25,000 loan to
understand and accept that.
McGovern to kick off a direct
'<But I answered your question mail campaign, but all the money
and I'm not going to be harassed had been paid back.
by your asking it again," he said,
l3erl Bernllardt~ campaign
"Why should I be singled out director for Muskie, said most of
by McGovern when I was the first the money raised in 1970 was
to file? I don't accept the used for the senate race. He said a
credibility ot that attack."
covering letter accompanies the
The Maine senator, who toured report saying there was a
Manchester, then headed by plane "commingling .of funds" between
for Lebanon and Berlin, also said the state and the national races.

ASUNM Discusses Fee
$14 Semester Fee' Mandatory'
A question of whether or »ot
vote, nn
expression or student opinion,
concerning the mandatory $14
(approx.) per semester athletic fee
on the 1972 Spring General
Election ballot bas been tabled
once again by the ASUNM
Steering Committee.
The question was tabled to give
s<?nators uadditional time to get
all the facts.'' "It is the senators1
duty to educate the students,"
said Sen. Jerry Buckner. He said
all t.ho scnatort do not have aU the
facts togethet.
Sen. Janice Arnold will send
letters to UNM President Fetret
Heady and Calvin Horn requesting
their appearance at the Senate
meeting this Wednesday night to
provide students with more
concise details concerning possible
consequences or athletic: fee
to include a r~fer~ndum

alterations. A representative from
the- Ath1eti<: Department will «l$o
be invited. she said.
Steering Committee also
discu$S(!d the wording or the
question and accepted a three
point form:
First, should the athleti.c fee be
retained (yes or no); second, if
retained, should the fee be
optional, .or remain mandatory;
and tbitd, if retained, should the
fee be lowered, raised, or remain
the same.
The $14 per semester
mandatory athletic tee pet
student is part of the $1.4 rnillion
allocated to the Athletic
Department for next year. This
allocation includes neither
scholarships nor coaches' salaries.
All students carrying rnore than
nine credit l10urs must pay the

mandatory fee. Students taking
less than 12 hours pay a smaller
fee, but must pay an additional
$12 for an athletic card.
ASUNM Senate is considering
whethl'!r or .not the student body
should have the opportunity to
express opinion on the Spring
ballot concerning the athletic fee.
If Senate votes in favor of the
question to include the
referendum vote on the ballot,
results will be sent to tbe Board of
Regents hecau$6 final judgment
concerning the issue i!J their
responsibility.
The mandatory athletic fee
question was sent to the Senate
tl~or last week with a uno
recommendationt' from Steering
Committee, but was referred back
to Steering for rurtlter
classification.

College of Education Makes Changes
After three days of group
nnd general sessions on
programatic changes within the
College of ~ducation ( COE), the
Oean ot the COE, RichaJ:"d
Lawrence will now sift all the
tnat(!rial submittf!d and present a
8Ultemcnt or priorities. Particular
attention will be given to
potential new acti"ities for the
,,
COE.
ln the final session held Sunday
afternoon, Evelyn Prentice,
president or the Parent Teather
Association (FTA) or New Mexieo
said most groups are disinterested
irt what thi! PTA aitd the
comnturtity really think about
their children.
"Statewide, parents are less
interested in innovative programs
but are concetMd that students
cannot rMd, write and spell. Evel1
if the college becomes a
multic:mltural center you must
turn out teachers that can meet
real world probletns1 ;' Prentice
said.
''The PTA does not represent
the broad spectrum as much aiJ it
should, but it does include
representation of all ethnic
groups. PrA is beoomirtg more of'
an action group and is hoping to
become more influential," she
add ad.
meetin~

The 9-Man Edict to w·omen:
Marriage Means HIS Name
WASHINGTON (UPl}-The
Supreme Court dealt a setback to
the women's liberation movement
Monday when it ruled that n stat{J
has the auth()rity to tequire a wife
w assmne her husbandjs surname
at the time of marraiget whi~h
includes listing a dri~et's license in
h~r married name.
In a one·sentei'ICe order. the
court affirmed a decision to this
effect handed down Sept. 28,
1971 by a special three-judge
federal court in Alabama.
The case arose when Miss
Wendy F()rbush married Ronald
P. Carver ot Annist()n; Ala., on
Sept. 21, 1970. They agreed she
would conth1ue to use her maiden
name in her personal and business
dealings.
.. Plaintiff and her husband
intended to demonstrate the
equality of contract and

cotnmitrnent that they telt iJ1
their marrjage, n her lawyers said.
When l\-1s, Carver applied for a
dri\l'flrJs lir.ense as Ms. Forbush on
May 19, 19'11 at Calhoun County
Courthouse, she was told that the
license must be issued in her
married name.
When thE'l woman pr()tentedt she
was t())d that a 35·yeaN>ld policy
of the Alabama Department <>f
Motor Vehicles required a married
woman to carry a lic~anse ht h~ar
husband 1 s surname. The
department said it would not
make an exception in her case.
The lower federal court
c()ncurted that the refusal of the
department to reverse its policy
"could and would aftect civil
rights of women throughout the
United States,n but they
dismissed Ms. Carver's complairtt.

Joel Jones, chairmttn of the
ArtK'tican Studies Program said
the review or the CO:t! was '"more
interesting and crucial be¢tuse it
is based Upt>n concerns for a
product which aitecf8 so many
people." Later Jones defined the
~ha1lenge of the COE.
'•The real chatlenge is wltelher
you can turn out a teacher who
can go anywhere in the world and
still remain ~nsiti\"e to individual
children. 1f the co~ fails to
resttueture and change to meet
the new real world challenges, it
will be a far greater failure for the
Universit.y a11d the comtnunity
than it the other colleges ft:til in
their progtatn review pro(!eSSM.
Wha-t happens in the co& is the
most important thing happening
ort earnpus,'* Jones said.
The various groups that met
Sunday discUS$ed many facets ot
edt.lcation. Some needs that were
more conspicuous were the need
for a multicutturat program, a~;
fHJssible shift in focus tram
pre•teachers to irt·service teachers,
and the utilization of
paraprofessionrus as teachers.
One group talked about the
Hthingstt that were made
conspicuous by their absence. No
mention was made of the need for
the co~ to train specialists in
health education; health telated

services, Jearnirtg tmiterial
specialists for media seNices,
adult education, library sciences
or vocational and pre-vocational
careet development specialists,
Another major point had t() do
With the present operations of the
COE. It was presented in written
fortn from one o£ the groups. The
CO:E. it was stated~ was not
responsible for the failures of
their teachers nor "creditable" tor
the successes . of their teachers,
because the COE had relatively
little to do with their preparation.
Fewer than 20 per cent of the
average student's preparation for
teacher tettifieation takes place in
the COE. The majority of work
done by pre-service teachE'lrs takes
plttce outside the com. The logical
conclusion presented wns that
14
th~re were only
Very limited
things the COE can do to improve
its situatiort. ,; The alternative
proposed was to- have the other
areas of' the University launch a
joint interdisciplinary effort to
re$tructure, and "this appeara to
be, at best, a temote hope."
The undergraduate students
expressed disttusL in tb.; purpolJc
o£ the Prograrn Review Process.
They felt that the COE would not
implement any changes that. were
proposed.
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High Court Rules Inmates
Can Sue Prison Officials

Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend

editorial

It Rankles, Gentlemen, It Rankles
The Supfeme _Court's decision, given
yesterday, to contmue to allow the states'
jurisdiction in the question of a woman
being legally obligated to assume •ter
husband's name upon mru:riage will weaken
the movement for legal eq1:c:~Ji~y for women
for years to come.
The issue, a driver's license application,
would be petty enough to be laughable if it
did not re-entrench the concept of a woman
being obligated to change her legal name
when married. That is the final distasteful
expression of the elimination of a woman's
independent existence in the marriage
contract.
While this decision quite rightly keeps the
Federal. government out of such a minor

regulatory function as licensing drivers, the
public impression of the measure will not be
limited to this narrow legal ruling, but will
reinforce the legal system's :reluctance to
give women and equal footing in the courts.
The terms of the marriage contract, the
personal and prope:rty rights withi.n it, is still
the fundamental legal problem affecting
women. The Supreme Court's decision has
virtually ignored the public impact of recent
action in women's rights, including
legislation and test cases.
It is hard enough to articulate the case for
women's legal tights within the judicial
structure, without the Supreme Court
issuing a ruling that reinforces the law's
current position on the issue.

letters. • •
Athletic Donation

I fully endorse your editorial of
March 1, denouncing the 14 dollar
per student per semester donation
to the UNM athletic department.
As I was working' off-campus
during the middle of February, it
was by reading Leroy Bearman's
Journal article of the 16th that I
first becamF.l aware of Professor
Paul Schmidt's UNM faculty
meeting proposal that alternative
methods of athletic department
funding be explored.
Since returning, I have been
distressed at the lack of comment
or letters in the Daily Lobo
regarding this issue, It appears,
however, &orne members of the
ASUNM Senate are concerned.
Professor Schmidt says "poor"
DllllllliHIIIJiliiiJI1IUnnllliiiiiJIU/JJBIIIIWIIIIIRIIIIIIU/IIIIIllliiiiiiiRIIIIIIHIIIIUiii!UIIIIIII/JIIIIUIIIIIIIIITIUIIIIIII/lllllfiiUIIIIIIIIUIIIIUIIIIIUIIIliiiiiiJUIIIIIUIIIIIIUIIIIIIIITIUIIIlfliUIIIIUUITIIDIIIIUJIIIDIIHIIIIIIIUJIIIIIUIIII\WIIIWIIIUUI!IUIIUWiliiiU!IIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIII\IIIIIIDIIIDUIIUJ
students should not have to
subsidize athletics. He is right. But
"poor" neet not only apply to
those from deprived backgrounds.
My sole continuing income, for
instance, is from VA benefits. In
truth, for any student, a
considerable financial sacrifice is
involved
in his attending a
Reprinted from Conservation News
added that despite obvious national
university.
Few
us can afford
In his State.of the Union message Jan. 20, environmental needs, it seems that the this semi·annualof,gift
to UNM
President Nixon promised "new initiatives to groups with the greatest political clout get athletics.
fight pollution" and to develop "clean the most attention when funding time rolls
I deiinHely support a
well-developed intramural
environmental resources" in 1973. However, around, especially in an election year."
program. It is of great value to
what emerged a few days later in the
The disappointingly low figures intended many
students. And I think we
Administrations 1973 budget request was for the environment thus sets the stage for need degree
programs in physical
anything but a new initiative."
much political wrangling, with education and related areas. But,
Compared to the fiscal 1972 version, conse:rvationists questioning the sincerity of if I must donate 14 dollars a
there is not much change and, in fact, the the President's committment to semester, I want the opportunity
to designate to which University
total proportionate share allotted to the environmental quality.
programs it will be given.
Environmental Protection Agency actually
Congress has already authorized much
I hope the ASUNM Senate will
dropped.
,
higher levels for EPA for fiscal1973 and is provide students an occasion to
The new budget request, released on Jan,
about to increase the total. For ex~:~.mple, air vote on this expenditure. To what
<JX ~nt to:xpnycrs. in this ~>tate
24, lists 14 functional categories for funding
pollution legislation passed in 1970 sets a should
continue over the years to
purposes. "Natural Resources and the
19 7 3 ceiling on $465 million on support a tremendously expensive

commentary

NixonEnvironmentP ledgeP hony

Environment" shows up 14th and dead last.
Although ample room was found for various
new and exotic items, such as the $5.5
billion intended for a space shuttle program,
the EPA budget stayed essentially the same,
mopping to only one per cent of the total.

"Patchwork''
In his Feb. 3 testimony before the
Subcommittee on Fisheries and Wildlife,
Senate Committee on Appropriations,
National Wildlife Foundation Executive
Director 'fhomas Kimball said that the new
budget looks like a "patchwork of program
put together in response to pressures." He

spending-greater than the total operating intercollegiate uthletlc :program Is
a question for public debate. But
budget of $439.3 million sought by the t h e m a n d at or y student
Administration for all EPA activities. (The contribution is, to my mind,

rest of the EPA budget request is directed
toward construction grants and scientific
activities overseas.) And new water pollution
legislation which has already passed the
Senate and awaits House action is certain to
authorize another big increase for EPA.
Public Works
Sharp increases were seen in the
Admi!listration's r~quest for spending for
pu~hc works by the Army Corps of
Engineers and the Bureau of Reclamation.

IIIIII!IIIIIUIIftlllllftlllllillll!illlll!lilffillllliiiiiiiUIIIIIII:IIffililllll!llllll:llll:lllllllllllllllllll\ill!HIIIllllillllllniHimllJIIITI!fl:lllll!:lmlmJIIIIIIlllllOIIIIIIDIIIllllJ:IUOI!IUJnllllllJlllllllillfililiiiiUII:IIllllllllll!lllllllllllliiTIUJnllruilJIJiniiiiiiiiWI:IIIIIlllilii!I/IIJI!!UIIIITIIIII/lllllllllllilliHIT

arbitrary and unjustified.
Richard B. Leonard

Story 'Half-told'

'l'he recent ar~icle in the Daily
Lobo titled ''Union Security
Aides Create Problem" leaves the
story but half told and also
contains a gceat deal of bias.
The most glaring error is the
inference by Mr. Chavez that all
the aides do is play pool. In the
past eight days I have been on
duty as an aide for over forty
hours and have also spent
considerable free time in the
Union; not once have I seen an
aide on duty play pool. However,
Mr. Chavez spends many of his
working hours playing. I am sure
he is better qualified to comment
on that aspect.
As for those who feel the salary
is unfair, I can only suggest that
they change jobs as life is full of
this kind of ''inequities." The
''problem" in this area is not
being caused by the aides, but by
a minority of malcontents on the
union staff. l feel certain they
were unhappy before the arrival
of the aides, and regardless of how
the present problem is resolved
they will always find sollle
"inequity" to beat their drum
about,

Mr. Chavez's "pep talk"
Saturday night did serve to jnform
us of a current Union problem
and we appreciate his taking tim~
off from his pool game to Jet us in
on it, Eowever, it must be
:remembered that the aides are not
trained policemen and unless the
staff and patrons of the Union call
our attention to a problem, we _
may not, because of inexperience,
be aware oi it,

It is the desire of all the student

sccurlt;y aiderr

tt;>

muke

t.lt<>

Union

a safer and more enjoyable place
to visit, but we do require the
help of everyone to do this.
Phil York
student security aide

'

WASHINGTON (UPI)-Wjthout comment, the Supreme
Court let stand Monday a lower court ruling that state prison
officials mav be sued by inmates for mistreatment or
arbitrary punishment in the absence of a fair hearing .
The court's action was not in the form of an opinion. It
merely rejected an appeal by New York authorities from a
decision by the 2nd U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in favor of
a prisoner, Martin Sostre, who was sentenced to solitary
confinement after a dispute with prison officials.
At this point, the ruling of the circuit court applies only in
New York, Connecticut and Vermont, but it could be
extended to other jurisdictions in subsequent cases.
Temporary Slave
Sostre, a black sentenced as a second felony offender, filed
a $2.5 million damage suit against three state prison officials
after be was given solitary confinement at the Green Haven
:correctional Facility in Stormville. The sentence was imposed
by the warden following an altercation over Sostre's legal
activities on behalf of a former codefendant and statements
contained in his outgoing mail.
U.S. District Judge Constance Baker Motley ruled he had
been improperly punished for expressing his political
opinions, awarded him $13,000 in damages and limited his
time in solitary to 15 days.
She held he could not be subjected to the punishment
without written notice of the charges and other hearing
procedures.
The appeals court also found his rights had been violated,
declaring the time had passed when a prisoner could be
treated "as temporadly a slave of the state!'
While the ci:rcuit ruling set aside the 15-day limitation, it
upheld the right of inmates to sue and said they were entitled
to notice of charges and evidence and allowed a chance to
explain their conduct. The appeals court also said Sostre
could not be punished for possessing any literature unl(lss it
was proscribed by reasonable regulations.
The damage award was allowed only against one of the
three officials, who is now dead.
In a similar case from Illinois, the court ruled on Jan. 13
that an inmate who claims he has been mistreated in a state
prison has a right to state his grievance to. a federal court. The
short, unsigned opinion was in favor of Francis Haines, 64~
serving a life terin for burglary in the state penitentiary at
Menard.
Other Cases
In other actions, the court:
-Ro:£uood to hoa:r "' C<:>tn.pl.Unt by a& in~na.tcl} of

0.

Michigan

penitentiary that they should be paid minimum wages for
serving as voluntee:r human guinea pigs in the testing of drugs
for two pharmaceutical firms.
.
-Refused to make retroactive a 1970 decision that
accused persons have an outright constitutional right to a
lawyer at preliminary proceedings. Only three justices joined
in the main opinion but Chief Justice Warren E. Burger and
Justice Harry A. Blackmun concurred in the judgment to
provide a majority. Justices William 0. Douglas and
Thurgood Marshall dissented.
-Agreed to a justice department request to expedite a
ruling on a controversy between Sen. Mike Gravel (D-Alaska),
and a federal grand jury in Boston which is investigating the
publication of the Pentagon Papers. Gravel claims his
congressional immunity protects from questioning an aide,
Dr. Leonard S. Rodberg, and officials of a firm that
published in book form the secret documents as made public
by the senator.
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Lobo Letters, Bema Policies
Letters to the Editor ...
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words
'
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and telephone number must be
included with the letter or it will not be considered for
publication. Names will not be withheld upon request. If a
letter is from a group, please include a name, telephone
number and address of a group member.

Thunderbird Goof
The February edition of the Thunderbird, UNM literary
and arts magazine, contained a poem plagarized from the
works of Russian poet Yevgeny Yevtushenko, Thullderbird
editor Tom Alexander announced recently.
The poem "Secret Mysteries" is from the book "Stolen
Apples'' by Yevtushenko, translated by San Francisco poet
Lawrence Ferlinghetti, published by Doubleday.
Terming the mistake "an unfortunate slip-up," Alexander
said, "The Thunderbird regrets the error and asks the student
body to sympathize with us in the fact that such an
organization as we are is continually prey to such accidents."
The poem was submitted to the Thunderbird by UNM
student :Barbara McClintic) whose work has formerly
appeared in the magazine.
Gymnasts
The UNM women's gymnastics
team will hOst a meet with
Gymnastics Unlimited of

"·····--·-•iitt•••········
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Albuquerque March 10.
The meet will feature many
talented gymnasts and is free to
the public. The !lleet is slated to
start at 7:30 p.m.

Free IPEED IIEA/JINI Lessons!
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Johnson Gym Controv~rsy Settled;
Mark~-Almond Concert Rescheduled
A committee to establish policy jurisdiction of Popejoy and Union
and settle conflicts concerning the directors.
use of University facilities is
"
. ·'
.,
currently being considered in the
Only tnose student groups,
wake of controversy over use of • acc?rdin~ to t~e propos~! "wi.th
the Johnson Gym for rock Umversity•wide constituencies
concerts.
may use ~ajor facilities for
The scheduled March 10 money·makmg purposes or to
Mark·Almond concert at Johnson present ev~nts under the ~uspices
Gym was cancelled when it was of outside enterta.mment
erroneously believed that the state entrepreneurs. In the mam, these
high school basketball tournament g r o uP~ are t h ~ student
had reserved the building for that governments and their component
date. The concert was later parts."
res.c~eduled after University
Harold Lavender, vice president
officmls learned the tournament for student affah·s said the
was March 9.
. ..
proposal is "part of the present
The proposed committee would policy and practice" and that he
have jurisdiction over Johnson wrote the proposal after meeting
Gym and University Arena (which with personnel directors, students
would normally be under the and other University officials.
department of health, physical
He feels the proposal will be
education and recreation), and
Po
oy Hall and the Union
which are under the

Do some
girls have
more fun?
Some gh·ls do have more
fun than others. They're
always on the go. Love
hiking, camping, all active
sports. If you're that girl,

Spare "·••M·d,,
Change

"implementl1d in modified form"
meaning there will be some
revision in the language and terms
of the document itsolf.
The committee would make
e.l(.ceptions to this policy
occasionally when g1•oups
producing local shows that do not
involve contracts for outside
entertainment entrepreneurs
asked permission to use University
facilities.
Non-University groups
requesting use would go to the
committee for evaluation.
Traditional athletic events (i.e.,
the high school basketball
tournament) would continue ''as
long as feasible," and regular
University, academic or athletic
events would be given priority for
use of the facilities.

you }>robably use Tampax
tampons. The internal
sanitary protection that
solves your monthly problems. Lets you be as
as you please. The silkensmooth container-applicator makes Tampax
tampons comfortable and
easy to insert. Go ahead,
be the girl that has more
fun. There are miiiions of
girls just like you. All
Tampax tampon users.

.,

Tired of the batten views from
their windows, residents of the
dorms have made a start at
greening up the scenery in front
of their "homes." It's not much
of a tree, but at least it's a change
from the sand.

It's A Start

Income 'Taxable'
Kicking off what could turn
out to be the beginnings of a
"Screw the T.A. 's" movement,
the IRS has decided to consider
assistantships as taxable' income.
This situation was discussed at
a meeting Friday of TA's from
various departments around
campus. Discussion was centered
around what course of action
should be taken.
Paul Davis, Director of the
Freshman English Program, said in
a letter to the Daily .Lobo, "The
IRS is assuming that the
assistantships we receive each year
is a 'salary for services rendered'
rather than a fellowship or
scholarship.
"We consider the teaching
assistantships a scholarship grant
and we award teaching
assistantships on the basis of
academic merit in competition
with other applicants," he said.
One of the TA's who attended
the meeting said that the attempt
by the IRS to consider the money
taxable "is in direct contradiction
to the UNM Graduate Bulletin
which states that the money is a
scholarship or fellowship."
A different opinion on the
matter was allegedly offered by
George Springer, dean of the
Graduate . School. In an alleged
letter to the IRS, Springer stated,

in effect, that the money paid to
the T A's is income and can
therefore be considered as
taxable. However, Sprinl!er is out
of town at this time, and the IRS
will not release information about
this letter without permission.
The IRS has already started
court proceedings against three
TA's in Santa Fe. The first case
was presented last Monday, but
the court is not expected to
decide on its findings until
sometime this summer.

Morris, Gallegos
Speak Wednesday
Two candidates for Congress,
Tom Morris and Gene Gallegos,
will be on campus Wednesday
seeking student support.
Morris, who is a candidate for
the Democratic primary
nomination for the seat currently
held by Sen, Clinton Anderson,
will speak on the mall from 11:30
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Morris will
give a short talk and then open up
the rally to questions from the
audience.
Morris supporters .will also
provide free hot dogs and soft
drinks during the rally.
Gallegos, who is running in the
Democratic primary for the
District 1 seat now held by
Republican Manual Lujan, will
hold a rap session at 1 p.m. in the
Union lobby. Gallegos is being
sponsored on campus by the GSA
Political Forum.
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Having Trouble Writing Home~
I-lave tlte Lobo Do It For You!

1 sure hope everyone who goes Civic Feb. 18, people who showed
to the Mark·Almond/J. J, Cale up with booze had it grabbed by
concert Friday takes the advice cops; legal, but not cool. Not only
the Popular Entertainment did the Civic wind up with. $300
Committee (PEC) has been damage from rock throwing, but
dishing out with their there was practically a carpet of
advertisements, to wit: Leave glass on the floor afterwards, from
your booze at home, Because I, bottles of booze people defiantly
for one, want to continue to snuck in. If anyone is spotted at
enjoy great concerts such as we've the Johnson Gym entrance Friday
been having recently, and such as v.r:ith a bottle they'll be asked to
are being planned by PEC for the check it until the show's over, and
rest of the semester AND this a couple dozen more student
summer. And I'll be mighty pissed marshalls will patrol throughout
off if a s·mall group of juveniles, or the concert to spot what might
boobs, or both, blow it for get past the door.
Police, even the rented security
everyone because their idea of a
good time is to get so plastered patrolmen, will be there only in
they pick fights, break bottles, case of real trouble, and the
and spill and regurgitate alcohol student marshalls will be trying to
all over the floors of Johnson convince people, without
physically hassling them, that
Gym or the Arena.
These idiots have already problems they're causing may
succeeded in closing Tingley mean the end of concerts in
Coliseum to rock concerts, are on Albuquerque.
I hope everyone cooperates.
the verge of success at the Civic
Auditorium, and have so far Urge your friends to either come
managed to at least greatly upset ·for the m1,1sic or don't come at all.
the Powers That Be who control If you've got to mave music with
UNM's concert facilities. The your drinking, make it out to the
Mark-Almond show was cancelled Thunderbird this Friday.
for a few days, until media and
Unless there's* a special event
student pressure persuaded the
vice presidents to reconsider THIS like the Mark·Almond concert, I
ONE CONCERT, but you had try not to plan anything but
better biilii!Vt! tlli!S~es like Lhe one siLting in. front of my TV for
the Sly crowd left at the Arena or Friday nights. That's because
any kind .of disturbance at future NET's (channel 5's) "Film
shows will be jumped upon by Odyssey" is showing 20·some of
certain people within the the world's greatest films, uncut,
administration to bring a ban on every Friday at 8:30, usually
concerts at UNM facilities- followed by discussions with
practically the only ones left in cinema luminaries such as Jean
Renoir. I'll try to obtain and
the cit.v.
PEC took the initiative after publish the series' schedule by
the Sly concert and began next Tuesday.
studying the problem, and came
* *
Ready for "Politician," "White
up with some ideas we all hope
will work. The most important Room," "Tales Of Brave Ulysses,"
one concerns the use of students and "Sunshine Of Your Love" for
to police their peers' antics. At the third time around? Coming
the Alice Cooper concert at the soon-"Live Cream Volume II."

*

Warren G. Harding was elected
president by a popular vote of
16,152,200 to 9,147,353 in 1920.

Our only Interest 11 protecting

]. ]. Gets It Off--So 'Natztrally'

by Charles Andrews

International Women's D·ay
Highlighted by KUNM-FM

All women newscasters, Chicanas, and readings from 19th
"non-sexist" music, poetry century and contemporary
reading and t·eadings of speeches feminists.
by 19th centu1·y feminists will be
International Women's day was
aired Wednesday on KUNM·FM in proclaimed by the International
commemoration of International Ladies Garment Worker's Union
Womon's Day.
shortly after the Triangle factory
The program is being put fire in New York, March 25, 1911
together by women working in which some 145 persons,
through the Women's Center on mainly women, died.
campus and KUNM personnel.
Gilbert said the station had
KUNM Program Director Ernie received phoned in complaints
Gilbert said the question of one night when a Pacifica (a
programming "non-sexist" music public affairs network) tape on
"eliminates a great deal of music women and rock music was
we play, rock is a very sexist type played. He said the callers were
of music by its nature. Rock is "angry" and asked why the
certainly not feminist."
station didn't "go back to rock."
"Its been a learning experience The calls tapered off in about 20
for us all," he said. The program minutPs."
will begin at 9 a.m. and continue
"We hope people don't turn us
until signoff. Segments of jazz and off when they listen (Wednesday)
numbers by women singer/! 1.vill be and appreciate what we're trying
alternated with the readings and to do. If they turn us off it will be
statements.
telling something about where
"I guess you could cail it a they're at.
communications collage. There
"The program is very
will be the direct communication interesting, it will allow the
vocally, and the rest of the station to engage in the type of
message musically, that takes care special programming it doesn't do
of the two arms of radio," Gilbert often enough," said Gilbert.
said.
Rumor has it that former Lobo
Jane Burcart, sociology TA,
Editor
Wayne Ciddio has become
and one of the women working on
the program said it included black so turned to Army life during
women reading works of basic training that he has already
Sojourner Truth, statements from re·upped for another six years.

~Tulsa Songwriter Here Friday
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Fehey Transcends 'Music'
"AMERICA"
John Fahey
(Takoma/C-1030)
It is totally absurd to attempt
to "review" an album released by
John Fahey. He is so engrossed in
his music that sometimes it is very
difficult to fully understand the
intensity of his musical thoughts.
He follows no musical rules or
standards, being entirely free to
tune the guitar any wily that
pleases his ear, Improvisation at
any time is standard procedure on
either the songs he conjures up or
tunes he burrows to fit his mood
and/or feeling at that time.
A part of his desire to play the
guitar came from the old
Mississippi Delta guitarists such as
John Hurt and Skip James. These
were the original men to play in
the "finger·pickin" style. Fahey's
style reflects them in ways, and
his affection for them is
unlimited. He wrote a requia for
John Hurt a few yearS' back that is
very beautiful and moving when
the relationship is learned.
However, the basis for most of his
songs come from encounters he
has had with various subjects such
as turtles, towns, rivers, and
women. Some are undoubtedly
imaginary, but it is impossible not

Student Jobs
Many well-paying jobs are
available at Student A.ids, Building
Y·l. If you are interested, call
Patti, Andrea, or Toni at
277-5042 or talk to them in room
119 at the Student Aids Office.

Study in
Guadalajara, Mexico
The Guadalajara .Summer School, a
fully accredited University of Arizona
program, will offer, July 3 to August
12, anthropology, art, folklore, geog·
raphy, history, government, language
and literature. Tuition, $160; board
and room, $190. Write Office of the
Summer Session, University of Ari·
zona, Tucson, Arizona 85721.
Tuesday, :March 7, 1972

to wonder about these at times.
Nothing Lost
"AMERICA" is his first album
in three years and it proves Fahey
has lost none of his musical
genius. But the drawings on the
inside show that be bas gone
through some mental changes in
that span. There is nothing else to
say about the album except
Fahey's guitar is as incredible as
it's ever been.
By the way, Fahey is playing
here this Sunday, i.1 the Union
Ballroom, and it is just about
unheard of that a musician of this
caliber comes to Albuquerque. I
hope sincerely that y'all
appreciate this.
Ira J. Wagner

"NATURALLY"
J, J. Cale
(Shelter/SW890S)
At 34-J. J. Cale is
"discovered" in Hollyweird,
recorded, put on tour, soori to be
here with Mark-Almond.
John (J, J,) Cale is from
Oklahoma, was a rock 'n' roller in
the '50s, made it to California in
the early '60s, met up with Leon
·Russell, Carl Radle, Chuck
Blackwell, and other Tulsa
originals.
Since the release of his
"NATURALLY" album in the
first part of November, it has
received considerable exposure on
K UNM, not to mention
widespread appeal among KUNM
people and, ultimately, a definite
interest in the man himself.
The album has a restrained,
repressed, but nevertheless a very
weird sort of feeling-expression to
it. Calc's voice throughout these
recordings is mellow, somewhat
somber, and has a definite
carrying power to it, like a voice
in deep dream.
Nashville-Style
Frankly, I feel every piece on
"NATURALLY" deserves a great
deal of praise, both for its
Nashville recording style, where
all instruments are given equal
attention, and for the
arrangement of the songs

themselves. The album, recorded
in Nashville, features Cale on
guitar and vocals, and all songs are
written by J. J,
The first cut on the album is
the repressively explosive rhythm
and bluesy "Call Me The Breeze."
Like a train in Okieland where
Cale was born .. Mellow as a
watermelon. Background
beer-drinking music.
Dropping into a serious well on
the second cut, J. J. does ''Cab
For A Doctor." Lead guitar crying
softly for sleep, forgetfulness.
Fading.
Steppy, steppy, right into
"Don't Go To Strangers." Like
rolling on a shag carpet,

March Film Fest B~gins
By SCOTT BEAVEN
This month the Guild Theatre
begins a film festival that will
offer some of the finest movies
ever made to the Albuquerque
audience.
The festival is Guild owner Bert
Manzari 's brainchild and was
realized with the cooperation of
Janus Films, an artfilm distributor
located in Denver.
Manzan traveied to Denver to
discuss the project with the
vice-president of the company and
while there chose the films from a
catalogue containing over 200
possibilities. "I think I picked the
best Janus had to offer," he said,
and he is probably right.
The present festival is one of
the happiest developments in the
Guild's spotted history. Before
Manzari bought the theater, the
management restricted its
audience to those who watch
movies with their hats in their
laps-the skin-flick crowd.
"Classics" Dead?
Following some renovations,
the theat!'r reopened as a
"classics" house devoted to old
Garbo, Chaplin, and Bogart
films-remnants of a dead movie
past that, apparently, found a
dead audience in Albuquerque.
"It wasn't until we showed
"Yellow Submarine" that we hit
our stride," Manzari said. "We
discovered there is a large
potential audience here for good
films, even if they are being
shown for the first time." And,
presumably, not being shown for
the 5,000th time.
The program begins (March
6-8), appropriately, with Sergei
Eisenstein's "Alexander N evsky,"
a film that, like most of
Eisenstein's work, revolutionized
the industry.
It is followed by a Cannes
Grand Prix winner, "Gates of
Hell," directed b:~-• Kinugasn in a
visual style reminiscent of
Hokusai and other 19th century
Japanese artists.
Truffaut Twice
Truffaut's amalgam of
American gangster movies,

Keystone cops, and French
farce-"Shoot The Piano
Player"-is next (11·12). The last
film in the series, "The 400
Blows" (30·31), is also a Truffaut
production.
Antonioni 's '' L' Avventura"
( 13 ·15) and Bergman's "Wild
Strawberries" (16·17) follow,
preceding Polanski's "Knife In
The Water" (18·19).
"Beau i;y And ·!;lw Beasl;"
(20·22) was the first full-length
movie Jean Cocteau both wrote
and directed. Based on the
children's fairy·tale, it manages to
be a great deal more than that,
perhaps by simply retelling the
fable with the imagery every
fairy-tale called forth when we
were children. Cocteau lets us
remember what it was like.
Chukrai's "Ballad Of A
Soldier" (23·24) and Camus'
"Black Orpheus" (25·26) provides
an overture to the greatest
mystery movie of all time:
"Rashomon" (27·29). Kurosawa
tells a story involving a rnpc und
murder (or suicide) from four
subjective viewpoints. Order may
follow chaos, but what follows
the chaos Kurosawa creates is
mu·ch more important: a basic
understanding of the
questionability oi our own
perceptions. The movie is
frightening and moving. It is also
great fun.

Federal Highway Statistics
The latest statistics released by
the Federal Highway
Administration reveal that U.S.
motor vehicle registrations total
112,010,000, which comes to
about 1. 2 vehicles for every
American adult, Despite thisand the automobile's huge share
in air pollution- Nixon's game
plan for the economy relies
heavily on the stimulation of new
car sales through the elimination
of the seven per cent auto excise
tax. Nixon is hoping that every
citizen will follow the lead of J.
Edgar Hoover, who, according to
columnist Jack Anderson's latest
count, has fivenmousmcs:- ~~~--
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Henry's Drive-In
I 16 Central 9 am to 11 am

59 songs
your mother never taught you

STUDENT NATIONAL EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION OF NEW MEXICO

There's more than one way to skin an eco·catastrophe.
As the shouting dies down let the singing rise up~trom
the only book with a song for every disaster: war, radiation, smog, overpopulation, DDT on the dinner plate.
Songs by Seeger, Mclean, Reynolds, and Paxton (and
their peers). With guitar chords and savage illustrations.

The Student National Education Association is now
registering new members. SNEA h an action group
geared to involve its members in activities outside the
classrooms, on the campus, in organizations, through the
full fabric of life.
Phone: ll7/·ll443
Location: College of Ed.
Office hours: M&W 9!30·4!00 p.m.
~cross from
T&Th to:3o-~:go p.m.
~ oom ~ 22

unknowing, seeing .and calling for
mellow continuation.
"Magnolai"-Slowly "the best I
ever had "-the m~mories-coming
back. Such an incredible identity.
trip, It got me right here,
"Clyde" is a funky, cheery
little Okie stomp; complete with
rhythm violin and lively, happy,
back-porch plucking.
Still Mellow
The Side Two mood remains
fairly constant in a deep drone of
mellow guitar stuff. "Crazy
Mama" leads "where ya' been so
long."
·
Piano, bass, cymbals singing
begin "After Midnight," which is
understandably making a success
of itself in "Top 40" world.
(We're gonna let it all hang out.)
Makes you want to hang it or
them out-anywhere.
"River Runs Deep" follows-in
all these songs I'm amazed to feel
the definite rapport between
music and lyrics, an effect too
often botched by some of our
more well-known artists of late.'
Feel it-makes you cold and wet.
Gurgle. Splurt.
Every drug-freaked pill-hippie
can attach his emotions to
"Bringing It Back," a story about
a smugglo"bust affair, for which J.
J. (in a Rolling Stone interview)
denies any personal activity.
J. J. now lives and loves in
Tulsa with his wife Donna, his dog
Foley, and his music which his
wife Donna says "is gonna :;tone a
Iotta people."
Jim Wellborn

Only

$4.9S~Mother

would approve.

The Sierra Club survival songbook

1.

Now at your campus bookstore.
Page li
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Top Netter Mitchell Seeks Improvement

America's Social Changing Radicals Suddenly Vanish

I

SNCO changed its nalrte from
Student Non-violent Coordinating
Committee to the Student
National Coordinating
Committee, Nonviolence was a
dead word.
In the spring of 1970, on his
way to Maryland from New York
to face charges of arson in
Maryland, Brown disappeared, He
resurfaced last October when New
York police charged him with
participating in a bar holdup and a
shootout with police in
Manhattan. Seriously wounded in
the gun battle, Brown today lies
in the prison ward of Bellevue
Hospital awaiting trial on the
attempted robbery charge.
Although he was on the FBI's
10 most wanted list, authorities
are reticent to discuss Brown's
whereabouts between 1970 and
the fall of 1971 some sources
suggest he may have had a liait;on
with the black liberators of St.
Louis. Three of his companions in
the alleged bar holdup were from
St. Louis area and believed to be
.associated with that group. Other
sources said Brown was combating
drug addiction in the ghetto.
Shortly after his arrest, Georgia
State Legislator Julian Bond
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traveled to New York and
announced an anti·drug
organization named after Rap
Brown,
The Black Panther party
emerged as the product of the
"iJlack power" ideology of
Stokley Carmichael, The principal
characters in the Black Panthers
were in its cofoun.ders, Huey
Newton and Bobby G. Seale, and
Eldridge Cleaver, a convict and
author who joined Seale and
Newton in their Oakland, Calif. •
based party.
Cleaver, charged with a
California parole violation, has
fled into Algerian exile where he
continues to head the
"international section" of the
Panthers. He and his former
colleagues broke on ideological
grounds and Cleaver "expelled"
Newton and Seale from the party
while Newton and Seale in turn
expelled Cleaver.
Newton now lives in an
Oakland penthouse apartment
from which he nms the Panthers
in Oakland. He recently was freed
from manslaughter charges there
after his third trial ended in a
hung jury. Seale is appealing
contempt charges stemming from
his trial for conspiracy to riot at
the 1!:168 Democr11tic national
convention, Neither Seale nor
Newton are as visible as they once
were and membership in the
Panthers is believed to have
declined.
While young blacks militated
against centuries • old injustices,
white students, mostly middle
class, bright and articula~e, went
to war against "the
establishment." At first the target
was the quality of life and the gap
between the ideal America and
the real America. Later, America
itself and the white middle class
that ruled her, was the target.
A group of students met at Port
Huron, Mich. in 1960 to draw up
a n"..!!.nifesto. Itc ~uthor ·,vas Tom
Hayden, editor of the University
of Michigan student newspaper.
The name o£ the organization that
resulted from that meeting:
Students for a Democratic
Society,
Last fall Hayden lectured once
a week on the American political
at Immaculate Heart
he was warmly
received by the students of the
college, several radio and
television stations editorialized
againsttheradicalleader,
This D ecem'ber, after
completing his lectures, Hayden
traveled to Ireland to observe the
turmoil in the North. He was
asked to leave the Republic of
IrelandwhenhearrivedatDublin
airport. He was an undesirable
American, according to the Irish.
In 1964, the campus of the
University of California at
Berkeley introduced the era of
c a m p u s t u r m o i1 a nd
demonstrations.
A bearded philosophy student,
Mario Savio, headed the free
speech movement. He and his
followers demanded space on
campus to set up tables for
political literature. When they
wel'e refused, Berkeley was sent
into turmoil.
Today, Savio has dropped out
of sight. Early this year he was
enrolled at Berkeley and working
in a local book store.
Last spring he and . his wife
Suzanne briefly filed as city
council candidates, but they did
not receive support from the
radical coalition which elected
four members of the council aml
the mayor of Berkeley. "I'm not a
publicity seeker,'' says Sa'\Jio. "If I
could avoid all stories I would."
He and his wife have two small
children. To Berkeley radicals,
Mario Savio is just n name from
the radical past,
The most violent of the white
student radicals was Mark Rudd,
who directed a takeover of the
main administration building at
Columbia University in April,

chapter at Columbia when he
strong. armed his way into the
newspapers.
Since the summer of 1970,
when Rudd and 12 other persons
were indicted in Detroit for
conspiracy to bomb and kill there,
Rudd has disappeared, Questions
asked of his parents and former
associates at Columbia failed to
yield any info):'mation or his
whereabouts. Most seemed to
think he was out of the country
part of the r ad i c a I
0 r
underground.
There were others as well.
Yippjes Jerry Rubin. and Abbie
Hoffman, who tried to make
revolution a game for the hip,
Rubi.n now is organizing
demonstrations for the 1972
Republican National Convention
in San Diego, Hoffman lives in
New York and turns up for an
occasional lecture or, most
recently, to plug for his book,
"Steal This Book," a textbook on
"ripping off" straight culture.
Sam Brown, who led the
"Clean for Gene" movement to
organize college students to
campaign for Sen, Eugene J.
McCarthy in 1968, now lives in
Denver, Colo., where he is
organizing~ con~umcr protection
movement. Brown was part of the
truncated presidential try of Sen.
Fred 'Harris, D·Okla., before
Harris dropped out of the race.
Rennie Davis, indicted with
Hayden, Rubin, Hoffman and
others for the disturbances at the
1968 Democratic convention, was
still at it last spring when he
organized the May Day antiwar
demonstrations in Washington.
The Nixon administration
0
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No. I Singles Player Up on Tennis

Carmichael, Cleaver, Brown No Longer a Bother
NEW YORK (UPI)- The in the ghetto,
radicals of the 1960s who
Just as he rejected white help in
preached profound, sometimes the black liberation movement,
violent social change have Carmichael has rejected the
vanished almost as suddenly .as United States as the center for
they brashly appeared on the black political action, Today,
American scene.
.
Carmichael lives in Conakry,
Five years ago, Mark Rudd, Guiana. Married to South African
J et·ry Rubin, Abbie Hoffman, folk singer Meriam Makeba,
Tom Hayden, Stokely Carmichael, Carmichael espouses the causes of
Huey Newton and Mario Savio Pan·Africanism as "the highest
captured head ines as would-be political e:x;pression of black
harbingers of revoluUon,
power."
Today, the leadership of social
Pan·Afdcanism, Carmichael
revolution is fragmented.
says, "means one country, one
A few leaders are still militating government, one leader, one army
for change but others are in jail, and that this government will
on the run as fugitives or have protect Africans all over the world
dropped the causes they espoused when ever they faj:!e racial
so vehemently a few years ago.
discrimination and economic
The black movement was the e:xploitation." The left·wing
flrst, and Stokeley Carmichael was movement in the United States,
the first black leader to emerge says Carmichael, "is not a serious
from a younger, more impatient movement."
"Burn, Baby, Burn" and
generation. "Black Power" was
the slogan Carmichael coined for "Violence is as American as
the Student Non-Violent Cherry Ple," were the best·
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) known phrases Rap Brown
in 1966. In a speech delivered in coined. During the summer of
GJ:anada, Miss., Carmichael 1967 in particular when race riots
offered a new alternative for erupted in seven American cities,
blacks: self·help in black Rap Brown captured the
communities, United political imagination of young blacks. lt
action to establish "black power" was under Brown's leadership that
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By ROGER J. RUVOLO
The difference between Jim
Mitchel!, UNM'a top singles tennis
player, today as 0 pposed. to last
year, may not be so much
physical as mental.
The 6·3, 200·pound junior,
whose intimidating serve ranks
him as a top netter in the WAC,
said, "the team (14·5 overall, last
place in the WAC last year) had a
bad attitude last year. We never
practiced. We couldn't get.
organized." Mitchell's personal
9·6 won-lost performance led him
to add ''I lost some matches I
never should have lost."
But this year, said Mitchell, he
and the Joe Ferguson coached
tennis team have a much better
attitude. "We should have a real
good team," stated Mitchell. "We
could win the WAC,"
The Lobos travel to Lubbock
this weekend, and the following
week they open their WAC
campaign against Arizona State.
The WAC title matches are May
12·13. If the Lobos do make a
' good conference showing, some of
the team leadership that helped
them do it could be attributed to
Mitchell,
Five Hour Practices
After a five·hour practice day,
which is normal for Mitchell, he
said, "I'm so up on t~nnis I can't
believe it. I don't know what it is.
1 just get out on the court and I
Jove it."
The difference, physically,
between today's Mitchell and the
Mitchell of last year may not be
so pronounced. "I have planters
warts on my hand and I mav have
to get them cut out," mentioned
Mitchell,
As a sophomore Mitchell had a
cancer growth on his lip, which he

presumed to be a ~eliult of
excessive exposure to the sunlight.
Also, Mitchell added, his nose
"peels about three times a day,"
and he is susceptible to m!Jsc!e
cramps and blisters.
Injuries
"If 1 play for five hours on a
certain day," informed Mitchell,
"I can't hold a racket the next
day." At El Paso-Irvin high school
in Texas, Mitchell, after losing the
first set and winning the second,
used three and a half hours to win
the match 31·29, "I got cramps
after I sat down and t'hey had to
carry me to the car," Mitchell
stated.
AE. if Mitchell's troubles didn't
make things hectic enough, Coach
Ferguson learned before the start
of the season that junior Dick
McGuire, who alternates with
roommate and doubles partner
Tim Russell in the #2 singles slot,
will undergo an abdominal
operation to correct ligament
troubles, and will miss the next
few weeks.
But Russell isn't without a
doubles partner, as he and
Mitchell will team to take up the
lost slack with the temporary loss
of McGuire.
Other doubles teams include an
Australian clay court: player, Peter
Arndt (#3 singles) and l<'renchman
Jean Boulle (#6), as well as Curt
Neilson (#5) and Hernando
Agu ierre (#4) of Bogota,
Colombia.
Optimistic Future
Of his teammates and last
year's UNM performance, Mitchell
said simPlv. "we can only I!O up, I
guess."
And that, precisely, is the
direction Mitchell has gone in his
short six·year tennis career.
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charges eventually Were dropped,

but not before the steam had been
t;l.ken out of the demonstration.
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Six years ago "this guy said l
couldn't beat him, and I said I
could, so we went out and played.
I lost," Mitchell imparted,
Fm· a player with Mitchell's
determination, an opening day
loss is often an effective
phenpmena, Two years later as a
senior at. Irvin, he won the state
doubles championships,
And last week Mitchell and the
Lobos used a determil).ed effort to
easily defeat New Mexico State,
9·0. The Aggies, coached by
former UNM great Van Hill, won
but two sets during the day,
Mitchell defeated Jim Noble, and
served three "aces"' (unreturned
services) in the first game.
Mitchell seems as determined
about his future as be is on the
courts. An electrical engineering
major, Mitchell cautioned that his
major may be misleading. "I
always wanted to be a doctor, but
then in high school I got
interested in electrical
engineering. But I still want to be
a doctor," he said.
Two Academic Interests
With his sights set on an
Army-subsidized stint in medical
school, Mitchell currently uses a
complicated method of combining
his two major academic interests.
Called bio-medical modeling,
Mitchell described it thus: "You
take parts of the human body and
run these graphs onto a computer.
It lets you know certain things
about the organ."
The junior tennis star plans to
take some chemistry before he
graduates, join the army and
applv for medical school when he
gets out. "I might be able to go to
med school," Mitchell said, adding
t~at the army checks would help
him along.

n1·sappoi·nted
. h
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• • h F ourt
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Junior Jim Mitchell is currently
New Mexico's top singles player.
Mitchell and the Lobos will be in
Lubbock this weekend for a
match with Texas Tech. Mitchell
predicts the Lobos' tennis
fortunes will be on the rise for the
72 se~SOI!•

Mitchell

Skiers
Advance
Larry Brooks and John Cottam

. Tom's

o£ UNM qualified for the NCAA
ski championships over the
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weekend, the firs& Lobos ever to
General Repairs
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advance to the finals.
\-am pUS rlefS
The UNM swimming team diving events. "Bob only Massey led the 400 and 800-yard
Brooks shared second place
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finished fourth in the WAC competed in one event, the
free·style relay teams to second with two other skiers in the
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place finishes.
slamon while Cottam took a fifth,
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T reasure
The last of this year's series of
~
Collms, Colo, over the weekend, not at full strength.
.
Randy Fuller competed in both The first five individuals qua 1 Y
Audubon Wildlife films, "Treasure
!
but. C~ach Jo~n Mc.chcm was,
Mechem was not too surpr1sed tho 2 00-yard and 4 0 O·yard for the finals,
ofEastAfrica,"willbeshownin
1
satJsfted wtth h:s teams by t~P r~sulr,s of the individual medleys. However his
Brooksfinishedwithatimeof
1,
Popejoy Hall at UNM March 16 at
performance.
Champtonshtps.
I t.hought best performance was in the 1:01.3, seven-tenths of a second
\J
C~lorado s.t~te w<;m tht;_ m~et ~lor~~o State wou!f wm,_ ti:ey backstroke. Mechem said, "In the behind the Wi@er, and Collam.'IL7 : 30 p.m.
--Filmed-ilud-nar..ated by-Buwl"r~~-~ .~ ..- - -brerutmg" -ULan 5 sLnng 01 lillie- 'lla--velfHI! personnel, he sauf.
200=y:u-d backi;trolfe; Fuller .scf:i. ~- tFme was 1:01.7. '
~MrAJY.M/'~IhiY.fYWV.lY'N
Rudrud it' shows the animals of
str~ight WAC titl~s. The Ram
What about his own team's record but finished .il06 seconds
K
'T
nia and Uganda in
sw1mmers broke SIX conference performance?
behind the first place finisher."
it:'Zt~~rat~!bitat, Scenes include
1
records as. they compiled a total
"We were hurting in depth, ~'lit
One thing in Mechem's favor is
the Rift Valley, Ngorongoro
of 426 pomts. ~t:'-hwononlrone we could .~ave used some :Ctrst that he has a very ~oung team.
C t
A b
event and ftmshed a d1stant places too, the coach stated. The Bob Link is the only swimmer the
1• and the
Sra e~!PI'~ ose 1
{.
second,50pointsbehindCSU..
Lobos did not take first in any coach will lose baca<Jse of
e~~:i;sio~mi; $ 1 .50 for adults
j
Brigi:am You~g was third with even~. "But I was hllJ?,PY wit~ the graduation. Besides junior John
d $1 f
·tudents with special
li
328 pomts, edgmg the Lobos by tRams performance, contmued Fuller, the rest or the Lobo squad
ant ... t
or ~t
·
\
seven points. UNM was followed Mechem, "Doug Massey and consists of sophomor('s and
ra es or sco s.
1
by ASU, with 185 points; Randy Fuller did outstanding freshmen. 17 swimmers are
New Mexico Tour
J.
Arizona, 157; and Wyoming, 52. jobs."
expected to return next year.
Western New Mexico
UTEPdoesnothaveaswimmlng
Masseyfinishedsecondinthe
The swimming season is not
University's department of history
ll
team.
50, 100, and 200-ynrd frM style over for five Lo'bos who will go on
and social science will sponsor a
'
Last year, UNM finished in a tie events. The winners in each of and comp,ete in the NCAA
study tour of New Mexico for six
with CSU for sec(!nd place in the these events broke the. ,old swimming championships.
credit hours June 5.July 7. Any
Championships. However, Coach ~co~n~f~e~re::n~c~e:.....;r;!e:!:c~o~rd~.~I~n:.....!:a~d~d~Jt~Jo:::,n!!.!..,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - graduate student may obtain
Mechem was not disappointed in
credit, especially those teaching
the Lobos drop to fourth place.
state history of the elementary
"We lost people who won in six
and secondary levels. Deadline is
events last year including Rick
April 1, with 'registration fee of
;
Klatt," Mechem said. Klatt has
$65 for state residents and $150
);
been out with a broken ankle he
for non-residents. Students will
i>
suffered while surfing during
provide food and lodging.
j
semester break.
For further information,
Top Lobo diver, Bob Link, who
contact Dale F'. Giese,
·,
has been troubled by an ear
Department of History and Social
infection, was expected to score
Sciences; Western New Mexico
''
high in both the 1 and 3 meter
University; Silver City, N.M,
88061.
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European Auto

VWs&Volvos,
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Pizza Paisano 298-7541

We Deliver
& Chicken

Advisors
Applications are available in
UNM residence halls for students
wishing to work in the residence
hall advisor program.
Requir!'m('nts arc a sophomore
standing or higher, a grade point
average· of at least 2.5 at the
time of application and availability foi' the entire academic year
with no outside employment.
Advisors receive a single room,
board and $30 a month.
They work with 40 to 50 students and rotate eveninll' on-r.all
responsiblity. The work- load is
about 20 hours a week.
The deadline for application is
March 13.

''·

Modern Miracle
Transportation
ECOLOGY
MINDED

ECONOMY
MINDED

VESPA CIAO

(pronounced
Chowl

'

Guaranteed

A
I

·s

Radio~Dispatched Trucks

Menu

<::hili···--····-······-~···················-··
Sausage ................................. .
Pepperoni ..............................
Roman Carnival ....................
(full combo)
4 Piece Chicken Dinner ........

•

1.85
2.10
2.10
2.20
2.25
2.65

Pizza Paisano 298-7541
Tuesday, March 7, 1972

Wednesday
MarchB
On The Mall
11:30-12:30

HOT

Cheese ...........•........................
Beef ....................................... .

.I

D
A

Former Congressman Morris will be at UNM
to answer your questions. His talk will be short
because he wants your opinions.

Hof Dogs, Cokes and Music

Paid for by the Tom Morris for Senate Club.
Page '1
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CAMPUS BRIEF§
Hoedown
The Wagon Wheels of UNM will
mark four years of square dancing
at their fourth annual hoedown in
the Union Ballroom from 7:30-11
p.m. Aprill.
Calling sets will be Bruce
Johnson of Santa Barbara, Calif.,
I
renowned
as one. o f the na t'1on I s
best, said Donna 'Bauer, publicity
chairman for Wagon Wheels.
A free workshop will be held
from 2-4 p.m. April 1, enabling
dancers to practice the dances
they'll be doing that night.
Tickets are $2 in advance or $2.50
at the door and may be obtained

Gourmet Cooking

..

A six-week course, Gourmet
Cooking for Men, will begin
March 14, meeting Tuesday
evenings from 6:30 to 9:30.
Instruction includes barbecue,
salads, soups and chowders.
The class size will be limited.
Registration is at the Continuing
Education Center at Yale and
Lomas N.E. Nancy Weaver will be
the instructor.

CLASSIFIED

Spurs
Spurs, the women's honorary,
has announced they will give
scholarship~> for tuition to
G.uadalajara and two $100
scholarships for freshmen.
Applications should be sent to
room 118 of the Student Aides
office no later than March 20.

People's Lobby

PERSONALS

George Vlahos will be featured
in an Amistad sponsored poetry
reading M&rch 7, 7 p.m. in the
Bandelier East Lounge in old
Ortega Hall. No admission is
charged.

Eco-Meeting
Students for Environmental
Action will meet March 7, at the
Ecology Information Center
located at 1417 Central NE. The
meeting is at 8 p.m. and all
interested people are invited.

A non-partisan workshop
concerning "Priorities in New
Mexico" will be held March 12 at
9 a.m. at the Newman Center,
1815 Las Lomas Rd .. N.E. The.
effort to build a people's lobby
Student Regent Speaks
will last all day, with a registration
Texas' first student university
fee of $1. For further regent will speak at UNM this
information, contact Jim month.
McConnell, 265-437 4.
Richard Moore III, regent of
the University of Southern Texas
Officer Selection Team
in Houston will be on · campus
A U.S. Air Force officer Mar. 10-12 for a Law School
selection team will visit UNM on conference.
March 8. The team will interview
in the Career Services Center
Chaparral Tryouts
trailer from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
There will be a mandatory
The team will have information meeting for all girls who wish to
on Air Force officer programs.
try out for Chaparral on Tuesday
and Wednesday, March 7 and 8 at
7 p.m. in front of the trophy case
inside Johnson Gym.
ADVERTISING

WHERE: .TaurnnJIRm Bnillllmr. Rnom
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Amistad Poetry Series

I

5)

FOR SALE

"King Ubu'
The English Department will
be holding tryouts for the play
'"King Ubu" on March 8 at 7:30
p.m. in the lounge of Bandelier
East. The play 1·equires nine actors and tryouts a1·e open to both
men and women with or without
prio1· experience,

'Inner' View Class Goal
As the morning sun r1ses over students doing public relation or
Popejoy Hall, 75 students rise political work," Andrews said.
from the Zimmerman Field and "There are some people whose
begin hugging each other while project is to join a yoga club while
the slow chants of' "om" are others work in the People's Park,
recited to the beat of clapping I'm even getting a few term
hands.
papers.''
No, this is not a spiritual
Students evaluate their work at
gathering of Eastern Meditation the end of the semester and are
Club, but a course in The required to grade themselves on
Introduction to Environmental their projects.
Problems given by Gordon
One participant in class said
Andrews, visiting professor in the that. he had chosen to stop
department of architecture,
smoking as his project. He nQted
"Architecture is a process of .that he was recommending an A
creating environments," Ted for himself because he had cut
Jojola, student in the course said. down from a pack of cigarettes to
"By being exposed to other only ten a day.
"I think it's a really good way
environments we will be able to
see what we are trying to do in to teach a class," Andrews said,
our discipline, Even Buckminster "there is much more participation
Fuller meditates."
in the educational process. We're
Andrews defines the goal of the not trying to pass out facts and
class as that of becoming aware figures but rather trying to open
that environment is everything. the students up."
"E stands for environment and
Andrews sees much of the
everything," Andrews said, "A present architecture as so many
stands for architecture and all."
"death trips" in the environment,
"We are trying to get out of our "The buildings are manifestations
tendency to classify everything of our low·level thoughts," he
and put it into boxes," .~A~n~dr~e;w~s_:sa~id~.7---::-;---;-:--=:-:::--.:;---1
co n t in u e d, b'eciTCii s e t e
"As peoples' inner worlds
environment is as much inside the change, the environment will
body as it is outside, It involves change by itself," Andrews said,
the food you eat, the clothes you "because we meditated this
wear, the sound you make and the morning the campus will he
way you move."
different for it. I feel this is the
Members of Lhe da~>S cu~ most honest approach to the
required to choose a project they pr<:lblem."
want to work on. This must be a
"personal, important thing to the
Mexico's population rose from
student."
uThe projects range from 6.5 million in 1908 to just over 15
people collecting re-cyclable million when the Revolution
alull!inum cans on Sunday to started in 1910.

NEW 1971 SINGER SEWING MA·
NAVY 13 button pants nrc in at Uncle
CHINES equipped to do most any.
Sam',;, 111 Harvard, ako Western-cut
thing, $49,96, Cnsh or Terms. Open 7
jean shirt:J, worlmhirts always $3.00.
days .a week. United Freight Sales, 3920
3/13
tfn
Sun Mateo NE.
A~TROLOGY--Twelve wcelt course bt'!SirtPlants Wanted
PORTADLE DISHWASHER, excellent
ning Murch. 7; call Michael, 266-0902, at
The Day Care Center will be
eondition, top loading. $GO.l10, 26&·3493
the Libracorn Academy of Astrology, 3/7
after 6:00 pm,
3/8
sponsoring a plant sale to
NJo;im .A Ri~TO- NEW -YORK Martili
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES. Student celebrate the first d?.y of Spring.
:iuth to 28th. Will share gns t'Xpenaes.
discount on everything In store. DarkJane, l!!J!l-1303.
3/7
room supplies, film, chcmlcnls, Process- Plant contributions are gratefully
FitEE DOG TO RESPONSIBLE HOME.
ing. Southern Expo3ure lTD. 2318 Cen- accepted at the Day Care Center
8 month iemnlc, affectionate, overly in·
JUST RECEIVED-i072 model solid state in Mesa Vista Hall any time.
tclligent. 266-5070 after 5.
3/7
stereo component system, complete with
LANDLORD PROiiLEMS: The Dally
AM-FM, FM-stereo radio, stereo cassette
Lobo Js dolntt a survey on tenant/landrecorder and player complete with microLibrarv Friends
lord hassles in the UNM area. If you
phone, inl,')udm rlel11xn RSR reeor<t
have a iJtobicin, or have hit exceptmnnlly
chan~er for only 3249,96. Cnsh or terms,
The annual ~book sale of the
good landlord, give us n call, 277·4202,
UNITED FREIGHT SALES 3920 San
Friends of the Albuquerque
after 5 p.m. We will not accept anony•
Mateo NE. Open seven days a week. tfn
mous calls.
Public
Library will be held March
EUROPEAN HEALTH SPA Membership.
FREE EARS - FREE TALK - FREE
8 and 9 in the Civic Auditorium
2-in-1 plan. Information, call Jeannette,
MINDS. AGORA can listen to your
277-3273, Gary, 20G-G9G3.
3/8
South Room from 10 to 5
problems with an open mind and a di!·
HAND-MADE .•LEATHER PANTS. Cusferent perspective. If its a little probWednesday and 10 a.m. until 5
tom. Reasonable price. EXJlerienccd 282lem, perhaps we can help you solve It
p.m. on Thursday. Prices will
G874. $2.50/wk.
5/li
right away. I! Ita a whopper, we can
range from 10 cents to $1.
1969 VW. Good condition-very reasonable
help YO\' over the crisis and suggest
npproprmte long term help. AGORA,
-must sell. Reid, 265-1698.
8/8
NW corner Meso VIsta Hall, 277-8013.
Call or come sec us. We__are_ .ll.'!'!!il!lbl1!_ _ __jj}7ft !!0:1!-lDA 750. C-vme ];;y and make
- nriltind lhe cJock.
tln
offer at 313 Girard SE, Apt. 6.
3/8
EXPERIENCE A HIGH IN LEATHER:
SUPER 8 MOVIE Camera-Instamatic
pants, Jackets, belts, wallets, hats, bags,
Kodak M24, $40. New, 277-5365.
3/8
knapsncks. Upstairs at THE LEATHERtd
,, ..
BACK TURTLE, 2933 Monte Vista NE
DEAL STUDENT TO STUDENT. Save
(behind Triangle Dar)
tfn
40%-Diamonds and custom bands.
Film Committee; Union, theater;
Charlie Romero-344-6349,
4/9
10:30 a.m., 8 p.m., 10 p.m.
Alumni Exec, Board; Union, room
2) LOST & FOUND
CLASSICS. TR-3. 1958 creampuff, 1956
230;noon.
LOST: 6 mos. old female German Shep·
Imperial. Immaculate condition, $1250,
ASUNM-Prcsidential Appointment
herd, March 5 ncar U.D. If found con268·9198.
3/8
Corrun.; Union, room 23l·A~ 5:30 p.m.
tnct Pablo nt Lobo nfficc.
6) J!:MPLOYMENT
Student International Meditation
FOUND: TerrY L. or Wendy Robeck's
Society; Union, room 231·D, E: 5:30
purse. Contact International Center.
EXOTIC DANCER, girl entertainers for
p.m.
3/13
private party. 842·E_412.
8/8
ASUNM-Amistad; Union, 250·D.
3) SERVICES
FLOWERS MAKE THE DAY DEAUYoung Republicans; Union, room
'l'IJo'UL-scll flowers-good pny-268253; 7:30 p.m.
9822.
3/31
CSC HELPING UNM grow aviritually!
Mountaineering Club; Union, room
130 Girard NI~, 266-4312,
3/17
YOU WON'T GET RICH-but it's beer
250-C; 7:30 p,m,
$$, or CVl'n rent SS if you give it a
MnATP.nifPAHATION.l•'OR THE MED·
New Mexico •renants Organization;
decent try. Sell the HARD TIMES. 107
ICAL COI,I,I.:GI~ ADMISSIONS TJo~ST.
Union, room 250-A, B~ 7:30p.m.
Cornell SE or pick come Up at the
For information write: Grntlunt(! StudCampus Crusade for Christ; Union,
Roach Ranch, 120 Yale SE.
ies Center, P.O. Dox. 386, New York,
room 23l•A, B, C; 8 p.m.
10011,
3/!.1
STUDENT TRIPS AND CAMPING
WITH .MINITREKS - Europe, North
Africa, Orient. Write S.T.O.P., 21500
Shnttu~k, Berkeley CA, 94704-0R SEE
THAVEL AGENT.
·>----:------~=-~~
TYPING. Rennonnble Rntc. IBM Electric, !18~~ Snlem~!16-8349.
• 3/8
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, IDENTIFICATION photo. Fa~t. Inexpensive,
pleasing, Nt'ar UNM. Call 265-2444 or
come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE.
1/28
GROUP TA.OS SKT TRIPS, $3.5.00 Includes
lodging, transportntlon & discounts. 282University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque,
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PROFESSIONAL ••
ADULT THEATRE

OF....•.NEW MEXICO
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~ 'f,SCOR'f.
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Our Spacious Balcony Reserved For Couples Only.
THE ONLY GIANT
VIEWING IN ALBUQUERQUE.

ADMISSION

$300

MON. THRU SAT.11 AM·11PM
SUNDAY 1 PM TO 11PM

BRING THIS AD FOR $100 DISCOUNT

CLA§§KFKED
ADVER,.fK§KNG

m

N. M. 87106

FOR RENT

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED:
Campus area, $67.50, 265-0288 niter li,
3/7
no atralghtrl or frl'<tks.
TWO ROOMMATES, 2 br house. $55 each.
2004 Hyder SE or 256-~004. John. 2/7
1970 JEEP CJii. VG, hubs, top, roll bnr.
$2,600!.... 26G:4~~o. .
3/13
6G VW DUS. Rebuilt 1600/153 hp. engine.
Rebuilt trans. Fine running condition,
nice Interior, Call Chuck after 6 p.tn.
898-7387.
3/8
iiiGOi:)ATSUN Station Wagon, roo!rack,
rndlo, air conditioning, clean, 898·4260.
3/13
1068 VOLI(SWAGEN FASTBACK. $300
below book at $92G, Cull 266-0177. 2/2'1
19GO SPARTAN MANSION TRAILER, 8'
by 35'. Excellent condition, Perfect ior
single student or couple, $1760. 282.
6206.

3/0

1070 KARMAN GHIA. Excellent condition, 14,300 miles. Make an offer. Call
2Gri-6455 be!ore 6:00, 298·1610 niter
5:00.
lJ/9
i96r. PORSCHE 81i6C, - Rcbtillt··~l-n;;,
$2860 firm. 266-8904 or 842-5314. John.
8/7
THM LEATHERBACK TURTLE , • , your
organic haberdasher has pants that flt
where others leave off. Upetalni at 2933
Monte VIsta NE, (Behind the Triangle
Dar).
trn
30 USED PORTABLE TV's, $30-$60, 441
Wyoming NE. 255·6987.
5/2
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RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: PayMent must be made in full prior' to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
l. Persona Is
5. For Sole

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT - - - · TIMES STARTING-~-.....

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

